Exclusively Gas-Phase Passivation of Native Oxide-Free Silicon(100) and Silicon(111) Surfaces
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ABSTRACT: Reactions in the gas phase are of primary technological importance for applications in nano- and microfabrication technology and in the semiconductor industry. We present exclusively gas-phase protocols to chemically passivate oxide-free Si(111) and Si(100) surfaces with short-chain alkynes. The resulting surfaces showed equal or better oxidation resistance than most existing liquid-phase-derived surfaces and rivaled the outstanding stability of a full-monolayer Si(111)−propenyl surface. The most stable surface (Si(111)−ethenyl) grew one-fifth of a monolayer of oxide (0.04 nm) after 1 month of air exposure. We monitored the regrowth of oxides on passivated Si(111) and Si(100) surfaces by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and observed a significant crystal-orientation dependence of initial rates when total oxide thickness was below approximately one monolayer (0.2 nm). This difference was correlated with the desorption kinetics of residual surface Si−F bonds formed during HF treatment. We discuss applications of the technology and suggest future directions for process optimization.
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INTRODUCTION

The chemical passivation of oxide-free silicon surfaces by Si−C monolayers improves both the electrical and the mechanical properties of a variety of silicon-based devices. Si−C monolayers can, for example, enhance the performance of silicon-based photovoltaic devices, increase the sensitivity of silicon field-effect sensors and devices as a dielectric layer with tunable tunneling barrier, provide a path to precision surface doping, and reduce electromechanical dissipations in nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS). Due to its often easy integration into wafer-scale processes, the technology provides an important opportunity for industrial applications.

While working to improve the mechanical properties of silicon-based NEMS and MEMS devices, we discovered that the vast majority of Si−C formation reactions rely on liquid-phase chemistry. Liquid-phase processes are incompatible with delicate NEMS that are susceptible to mechanical failure by sonication, agitation, or surface tension and that are extremely sensitive to surface contamination by insoluble residues and metallic impurities. This is especially true in the final stages of fabrication. Besides such structural issues, the liquid-phase fluoride etching step (HF, NH₄F, or buffered HF), necessary for removing the native oxide, also attacks other common structural and functional materials in nanofabricated devices, including dielectric spacers, metallic contacts, and even the silicon itself by metal-assisted etching. Finally, existing Si−C surfaces, with the exception of the Si(111)−propenyl surface, suffer from finite air stability with oxide regrowth time constants typically on the order of days to weeks.

Complications arising from liquid-phase chemistry can be circumvented via gas-phase reactions. Gas-phase HF etching, for instance, can be tuned to drastically improve etching selectivity to avoid and minimize damage to other materials in a device. Initial attempts included gas-phase hydrosilylation reactions aiming for high surface coverage and mechanistic understanding. These pioneering efforts employed standard liquid-phase fluoride etching for native-oxide removal and a specialized in-situ-synthesized H-terminated nanoparticle substrate. On a longer run, gas-phase reactions could provide many additional advantages, including reagent-solvent economy, cleanliness, better etching selectivity resulting in wider material compatibility, as well as procedural simplicity. These are expected to facilitate integration into automated processes, significantly improving the quality of devices fabricated on silicon.
vacuum-processing sequences that are standard in the semiconductor industry.

With the goal of a generally applicable method in mind, we developed a set of exclusively gas-phase reaction sequences to prepare native oxide-free, C-terminated silicon(100) and silicon(111) surfaces. We found that the resulting surfaces exhibited similar or better air stabilities than liquid-phase-prepared, fully covered alkyl- and alkynyl–Si(111) surfaces. The best protocols led to stabilities approaching that of the fully alkylated Si(111)-propenyl surface.2 We used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to study the mechanism of native-oxide regrowth and monolayer aging in air. We found that passivated Si(111) surfaces were significantly more stable than identically treated Si(100) surfaces in the initial stages of oxide regrowth. We discuss possible mechanisms behind the oxidative degradation and suggest future avenues for further optimizing the surface stability.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Details of the processing can be found in the Supporting Information (SI). Briefly, we removed carbonaceous adsorbates from as-purchased wafers by a UV–ozone treatment or an oxygen plasma ashing step. The surface oxide was then removed via gas-phase hydrofluoric acid etching.4 The Si–C bond was finally formed by thermal or photochemical hydrosilylation with gaseous terminal alkynes at a pressure of 1 atm inside a custom-built high-vacuum reaction chamber. After hydrosilylation, samples were put inside waffle-pack boxes, wrapped in aluminum foil, and stored in ambient atmosphere (23 ± 2 °C, 50 ± 10% humidity). We chose octene and propyne as our model reagents as their hydrosilylation products, respectively, represent a prototypical alkyl monolayer and the ultrastable Si–propenyl benchmark surface. We also used acetylene, 3,3,3-trifluoropropyne, cyanoacetylene, and trivinylphosphine to probe the effects of reactant geometry and electronic properties and to test applicability in doping applications.

We note that during the course of this study we used the same 1 atm (in reactor volume) of each alkene gas for more than 100 reaction runs by recondensing the gases back into their respective reservoirs. We have not noticed a visible decrease in the amount (1–2 mL) of recollected compounds. This observation clearly highlights the reagent economy, cleanliness, and procedural simplicity of gas-phase processes.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Gas-Phase Processing Achieves Excellent Passivation Effect. We first assessed whether gas-phase processing is a potentially useful approach capable of producing films with good air stability. While the most rigorous comparison between liquid- and gas-phase processes should employ products from the same chemical reaction taking place in different phases, hydrosilylation of propyne in liquid has not been reported and important benchmark surfaces like the Si–Me and Si–propynyl can only be prepared using two-step processes. Figure 1A therefore compares the native oxide regrowth kinetics of exclusively gas-phase-processed Si(111) samples with those of comparable Si(111) samples prepared by the standard liquid-phase two-step chlorination–Grignard alklylation sequence.

The data showed that gas-phase H-terminated and octyl-terminated surfaces had comparable stabilities as liquid-phase H-terminated and alkyl-terminated surfaces. Gas-phase propenyl samples showed stabilities that were intermediate between those of solution-phase methyl and propenyl samples. A possible explanation of the difference in stabilities between liquid-phase and gas-phase Si(111)–propenyl surfaces is the presence of residual Si–F bonds on the latter, which can limit the maximum attainable Si–C coverage in subsequent hydroxylation. This and additional points will be discussed in detail.

Figure 1B plots analogous oxide regrowth data for Si(100) surfaces with a qualitatively similar result to that of Si(111).

Figure 1C further shows that the optimal reaction temperature for propyne hydrosilylation was between 100 and 120 °C. The existence of an optimal temperature can be expected: monolayer formation on a surface requires adsorption as a first step, which would become unfavorable at high temperatures due to entropic penalty. Similar results for acetylene are provided in the SI. The data also suggested that Si(111) surfaces are slightly more stable than identically treated Si(100) samples. Even though HF-etched Si(100) and Si(111) surfaces are both microscopically rough, there exist significant differences in the type and percentages of crystalline facets and hydride types (di- and trihydrides).6 We will provide a fuller discussion of this observation later while discussing the mechanism of surface oxidative degradation.

Surfaces Undergo Oxidative Degradation. In order to better understand the air-aging mechanism, we monitored the evolution of the surface atomic composition by XPS for up to 90 days. The chemisorbed and physisorbed molecular population on the surface was found to contain carbon, oxygen, silicon, and fluorine but no other elements (SI). We will focus our attention on the atomic fractions of the majority elements: carbon, oxygen, and silicon (Figure 2). Fluorine was also monitored and is discussed separately in Figure 4.
The atomic concentration values were obtained by dividing the peak areas by the respective sensitivity factors and normalizing against the sum. We did not, however, adopt a particular structural model of the surface in preparing Figure 2. This was because of two reasons: (a) Data as presented in Figure 2 is for an initial, qualitative assessment to obtain a rough picture of the chemical evolution of the surfaces upon air aging. (b) Qualitative trends in the relative changes of different elements is necessary for justifying an explicit structural model needed for subsequent quantitative analyses.

Figure 2A shows that the hydrogen-terminated surface had about 15 atom % of carbon. This value represents a typical level changes in the atomic percentage of surface carbon (A), silicon (B), and oxygen (total oxygen including SiO₂ and in all other forms) (C) as samples were exposed to air for up to 3 months. Data are for Si(111) samples. Si(100) samples showed similar trends (SI). Solid lines are guides to the eye.

Figure 3. Different surface organic coatings exhibit different affinities for oxygen. (A) Amount of oxygen atoms in the form of SiO₂ as a function of the total amount of oxygen on Si—octyl surfaces. (B) Equivalent data for Si—H, Si—propenyl, Si—3,3,3-trifluoropropenyl, and Si—ethenyl surfaces. (C—F) Air aging-induced carbon 1s spectral change for Si—octyl, Si—propenyl, Si—H, and Si—3,3,3-trifluoropropenyl surfaces. Arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of the observed spectral shift. (G) Silicon 2p peaks corresponding to samples in F. Data in A and B are combined Si(111) and Si(100) data sets. For clarity, only one crystal orientation is shown in C—F. Data for both crystal orientations are consistent (SI). Solid lines are linear fits to the data.
of adventitious organic carbon physisorption. The ratios of C 1s peak area to Si 2p peak area on these samples are between 0.19 and 0.27, agreeing quantitatively with literature data. Exposures to gaseous octene and propyne increased the surface density of carbon-containing species above the background physisorption level. The magnitude of the increase is consistent with the addition of roughly another monolayer of carbonaceous adsorbate, most likely covalently bound for reasons including the following. Sonication cleaning of a functionalized Si(111)−ethenyl sample in methanol and dichloromethane for 5 min each only reduced the carbon to 29 atom %. Physisorbed monolayers do not offer oxidation resistance (as on Si−H), or the two curves in Figure 1B would have been interchanged due to the relative volatilities of octene and propyne.

Figure 2B and 2C, respectively, plots the evolution of silicon and oxygen concentrations. While the silicon concentration decreased, the oxygen concentration increased and the sum of Si and O contributions was roughly constant with time. This observation suggests that oxygen-containing species were added above the silicon crystal. The oxygen concentration can increase in two ways. A first pathway is native oxide regrowth when O_2 and H_2O molecules chemically react with the underlying silicon lattice. Alternatively, oxygen-containing molecules may accumulate via physisorption and/or chemical reaction with the organic monolayer.

Oxygen-Containing Species Interact with the Organic Overlayer. To identify the dominant pathway for oxygen accretion, we divided the oxygen population into forms of silicon oxides (SiO_x) and in all other forms. This distinction was possible because the amount and type of silicon oxides can be determined by analyzing the Si 2p region of the XPS spectra (SI). Figure 3A plots the atomic percentage of silicon-bound oxygen versus that of all oxygen species on the octyl samples. The axes are on the same scale as both percentages are referenced to the total surface atomic population (all elements) probed by the spectrometer. The plot indicates that additional oxygen beyond a threshold concentration of about 7% was added in the form of SiO_2 (straight line fit with slope 1.10 ± 0.16). Oxygen therefore added to the Si−octyl surfaces predominantly via silicon native oxide regrowth.

Figure 3B plots the corresponding data for Si−H (slope 0.65 ± 0.10), Si−propenyl (0.58 ± 0.14), Si−ethenyl (0.81 ± 0.15), and Si−3,3,3-trifluoropropenyl (0.48 ± 0.08) samples. The last two types of surfaces were fabricated to probe the mechanism of film aging. The data are qualitatively similar to those for octyl surfaces, but slope values are significantly less than unity. This suggests that for these films additional oxygen present on the surface was only partially incorporated in the form of native oxide.

We believe that the significant differences between surfaces are due to both physisorption and chemical reactions, depending on the surfaces under study. For example, between Si−octyl and Si−H, the different oxygen incorporation may be due to differences in incremental water adsorption and possibly a changing composition in the physisorption layer. In octyl samples, the growing hydrophilic oxide is buried underneath a hydrophobic monolayer. On bare Si−H surfaces, the growing oxide layer is directly exposed to the atmosphere. Therefore, physical processes alone would be sufficient to account for the observations.

Differences between the Si−octyl and the Si−alkenyl samples, in contrast, may entail an additional chemical component. It is tempting to invoke an oxidation process of the covalently attached, unsaturated organic moiety; after all, Si−alkenyl surface groups are vinylsilanes that are capable of undergoing oxygen addition reactions such as dihydroxylation. Such chemical transformations would increase the hydrophilicity of the covalent monolayer, which could in turn lead to a dynamic increase of the oxygen content of the physisorption layer.

Time evolution in the C 1s XPS spectra provides conclusive experimental evidence for chemical changes in the carbon overlayer. We observed significant spectral shifts to higher binding energies in the Si−H, Si−propenyl, and 3,3,3-trifluoropropenyl samples with time (Figure 3D−F and SI). The direction of these shifts is consistent with increases of the average oxidation state of carbon. We verified that shifts in carbon peaks are not due to a global shift of the spectra, as the position of the elemental Si is unchanged for the as-prepared and the air-exposed samples (Figure 3G). In contrast, hardly any change was visible in the octyl samples (Figure 3C). In particular, the significant chemical shift of the well-revolted −CF_3 peak on trifluoromethylpropenyl surfaces can only occur following oxidation of the neighboring carbon atoms (Figure 3F). The data are therefore consistent with a scenario where oxygen-rich species interacted chemically with the unsaturated, covalently bound organic monolayers as well as physically with an exposed native oxide surface.

Alternative explanations for the observed shifts in C 1s emissions include band bending effects and changes in surface dipole or charge accumulation patterns over time. These possibilities are unlikely for reasons including the following. Band bending requires the parallel shift of the Si 2p emissions (Figure 3G) that were not observed. For surface dipole to explain the 0.34 eV shift as in Figure 3F would necessitate a chemical transformation as dramatic as from 100%-coverage Si−Br bond to 100%-coverage Si=CH_3. As a result, chemical oxidation of the unsaturated surface alkenyl moieties and the resulting chemical shift by induction appears to be the most likely explanation.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no analytical technique currently available that is capable of conclusively verifying the mechanism behind the observed chemical transformation. We therefore take a naïve approach to speculate on two plausible pathways for the oxidation of surface alkenyl carbon chains. While we describe each as a stepwise mechanism for narrative clarity, we note that their concerted analogues may also be operative. We also note that due to the very slow experimentally observed oxygen incorporation rates, low-probability elementary steps cannot be ignored and may be invoked.

A first possible scenario is based on the well-known charge-transfer doping mechanism at the surface of semiconductor materials including diamond, silicon, and carbon nanotubes. Physisorbed monolayers of organic and inorganic molecules or thin films can either donate conduction electrons to the bulk substrate or absorb electrons from the substrate. A chemisorbed organic monolayer can conceivably loose/gain electrons to/from the substrate by the same charge-transfer doping mechanism. If a chemisorbed propenyl group lost an electron to the bulk silicon, possibly via recombination with a hole found in the boron-doped substrate material, a radical cation (radical on α-carbon and charge on the β-carbon) stabilized by hyperconjugation with the Si−C bond (i.e., the β-silicon effect) would form. Physisorbed molecular oxygen or
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Figure 4. Si(100) surfaces show faster fluorine desorption and oxide growth than Si(111). (A) Surface fluorine concentration as a function of air exposure. Desorption from Si(100) occurs in a single, fast step with an exponential decay constant of 1.6 ± 2.0 days. Desorption from Si(111) shows a fast (rate constant 1.8 ± 1.7 days) and a slow component (rate constant 103 ± 31 days). Solid lines are mono- and biexponential fits. Data are from Si-propenyl and Si-octyl samples. (B) Corresponding regrowth of oxide. Solid lines are monoexponential fits that assume a final native oxide thickness of 0.8 nm (see main text for discussion). The fitted exponential rate constants were 155 ± 11 days for the Si(100) data set and 275 ± 30 days for the Si(111) data set. (C) Pair-wise ratio of oxide thicknesses for identically treated Si(100) and Si(111) surfaces. Data are from 40 Si(100)–Si(111) pairs and plotted as a function of the average thickness of the two samples in each pair. (D and E) Schematic illustrations of the transition states for Si–F hydrolysis by a pair of water molecules on Si(100)–propenyl and Si(111)–propenyl surfaces, respectively. Green dotted lines are incipient bonds, and red dotted lines are breaking bonds.

Fluorine Atoms Show Crystal Orientation-Dependent Lability. The XPS analysis also revealed a low concentration of residual fluorine on all surfaces. The chemical shift of the fluorine peak was 686.4(2) eV, indicating covalently bonded Si–F that was a remnant from the oxide removal step by hydrofluoric acid vapor. The evolution of the fluorine atom surface concentration was highly interesting, as it displayed a significant difference between (100) and (111) crystal orientations. Figure 4A shows that the surface had an initial fluorine content of 2–3% that decreased to below 1% during the 3-months aging period. The two data sets in Figure 4A are averaged over samples where time-dependent data were available.

The decrease in fluorine atomic % was faster for (100) surfaces compared to (111) surfaces. The Si(100) data showed a monoexponential decay where the fast-desorbing portion accounted for roughly two-thirds of the fluorine population. By contrast, the Si(111) showed a biexponential decay with a similar fast-desorbing portion but an additional slow-desorbing portion. Here, the fast-desorbing component accounted for roughly one-third of the total population. We further performed a pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank test on a data set of 74 samples (SI). This statistical test confirmed that the crystal-orientation difference was significant with a Z value of 3.52 (p < 0.0005).

Interestingly, the ratios of labile-to-stable fluorine types coincided with the ratios of dihydrides-to-monohydrides on HF-etched Si(111) and Si(100) surfaces. Si(100) is predominantly dihydride-terminated, whereas Si(111) is predominantly monohydrideterminated. If residual Si–F had no positional preference during formation, its distribution in microenvironments, either in a pseudodihydride (Si3SiHF) or in a pseudomonohydride (Si3SiF), would reflect the natural abundances of dihydrides and monohydrides. We have performed high-resolution atomic force microscope analyses of various HF-etched surfaces to confirm that our samples...
exhibited RMS roughness levels between 0.2 and 0.4 nm that is consistent with this microstructure picture (Si).

The most likely candidate process behind the fluorine decrease is the chemical hydrolysis of Si−F polar bonds. This process has been studied theoretically and experimentally for small organosilanes \(^{65,66}\) and for the Si(111) surface. \(^{67}\) We see two prominent reasons why hydrolysis of Si−F on Si(100) should be more efficient than on Si(111).

First, DFT calculations on small model compounds showed that the energetically most favorable transition-state structure is a 6-membered ring involving 2 water molecules. \(^{68}\) We schematically illustrate this transition state in the context of a surface Si−F bond in Figure 4D and 4E. One of the water molecules plays the role of a dual-activation catalyst: It increases the nucleophilicity of the other water molecule and facilitates the leaving of the fluoride. This occurs in a concerted, proton-shuffling step. For Si−F in a pseudodihydride micro-environment (Figure 4D), the catalytic 6-membered transition state can easily form. The scissile bond is oriented at an angle from the surface normal, leaving room for both the nucleophilic and the catalytic water molecules to approach along the surface normal. In contrast, the catalytic 6-membered transition state cannot easily form within the pseudomonohydride micro-environment predominant on the Si(111) surface (Figure 4E), because it would entail the collision between the nucleophilic water molecule (specifically its spectator proton and lone pair) and the silicon crystal plane. As a result, a catalyzed pathway is not accessible to the pseudomonohydride Si−F.

Second, steric hindrance around the silicon center was found to often determine the kinetics of Si−F hydrolysis. \(^{69}\) The pseudomonohydride Si−F center is obviously more sterically hindered by the three bulky silyl substituents. In addition, three rigid back bonds limit the freedom of the silicon atom for structural rearrangement when going to the pentavalent transition state. By contrast, strain can relax more easily in the case of a pseudodihydride Si−F with only two bonds constrained by the crystal. Therefore, the kinetics of fluoride desorption is consistent with the partitioning into monohydride and dihydride microenvironments on HF-etched Si(111) and Si(100).

The hydrolysis of Si−F may act as the starting point for surface reoxidation. The formation of Si−OH is the initial and rate-limiting step in suboxide formation on Si−H surfaces. \(^{66,69}\) This step is followed by insertion of oxygen atoms into the adjacent Si−Si back bonds. Figure 4B and 4C indeed confirms that the formation of the first monolayer of oxides proceeds faster on Si(100) samples. Figure 4C plots the ratio of oxide thicknesses on identically treated Si(100) and Si(111) samples as a function of the average oxide thickness of the two samples. Samples are of all types produced in this study. If crystal orientation did not have any bearing on the rate of oxidation, one should obtain points scattered evenly around 1. This is clearly not the case. Figure 4C thus provides conclusive verification of generality (Z score of 3.88, \(p < 0.00005\)) for the crystal-orientation dependence observed in the propenyl samples (Figure 4B). The dependence fades with a decay length of 0.06(3) nm, indicating that rates mainly differ in the formation of the initial monolayer while subsequent oxide growth is similar. Returning to Figure 3B, we note that propenyl samples showed an increase of up to 7 atom % in SiO, oxygen, roughly 4 times the fluorine loss. This number makes chemical sense since hydrolytic substitution followed by 3 additional insertions into surrounding back bonds predicts incorporation of roughly 4 oxygen atoms for each leaving fluorine atom.

Future Optimization Strategies and Applications.

During the course of this study, a few avenues for future optimization of the gas-phase processing became apparent that are briefly discussed in the following. The most important parameters for improvement appear to be the saturation coverage and pristine monolayer growth conditions with no residual fluorine or oxygen present.

First, we found that the amount of residual fluorine following native oxide removal seems tunable. This is important given that the residual fluorine appears to play an important role in oxide formation. In a test run, we subjected UV−ozone-cleaned samples to a vapor of 1% HF in methanol inside an enclosed vial. Si−H surfaces thus obtained showed more than 50% reduction in residual Si−F concentration (Figure 5A). A more detailed investigation using samples with variable residual Si−F concentrations will be the subject of a future study.

Second, vacuum quality during monolayer formation was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important. While all reactions are conducted at 1 atm alkyne pressure, the base pressure before gas introduction was found to be important.

Third, while we employed thermal activation in this study, photochemical assistance might help improve saturation coverage. UV illumination in the gas phase was found to...
promote film growth by polymerization and protection of the underlying silicon against air oxidation (see SI for further discussion).

We finally explored the potential of our gas-phase processes for surface doping of silicon, which is an important technological capability.73,74 For this purpose we exposed Si–H samples to trivinylphosphine at a vapor pressure of a few percent of an atmosphere. XPS analysis revealed that 4 atom % of phosphorus was attached to the surface, corresponding to about one-quarter of a silicon monolayer and roughly one monolayer of the dopant precursor molecule (Figure 5C). The binding energy of the phosphorus was consistent with that of phosphine oxides,70 as expected for a sample that was exposed to air for several hours before the measurement. We envision that for future applications, alkynyl phosphines71 in mixtures with acetylene or propyne could impart concentration tunability and air stability.

■ CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we demonstrated that stable oxide-free Si(111) and Si(100) surfaces can be produced using exclusive gas-phase processing. The demonstrated air stability is comparable to that of porous silicon.27,70 For this purpose we exposed Si samples to trivinylphosphine at a vapor pressure of a few percent of an atmosphere. XPS analysis revealed that 4 atom % of phosphorus was attached to the surface, corresponding to about one-quarter of a silicon monolayer and roughly one monolayer of the dopant precursor molecule. The binding energy of the phosphorus was consistent with that of phosphine oxides, as expected for a sample that was exposed to air for several hours before the measurement.
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